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Guitar Studio Concert
April 15th, 2024. 5:10 p.m.
Kimbrough Concert Hall

Program

Class Guitar (Section 1) – dir. by Billie Feather
“Spanish Theme” from Hal Lenoard Guitar Method
“Blues Bass” from the Hal Lenoard Guitar Method

Class Guitar (Section 2) – dir. by Billie Feather
"Ode to Joy” from Symphony No. 9 by Ludwig van Beethoven arr. from Hal Lenoard Guitar Method
“Amazing Grace” Traditional arr. From Hal Lenoard Guitar Method

Class Guitar (Sections 1 and 2) – dir. by Billie Feather
"Stand By Me” by Ben E. King, Jerry Leiber, and Mike Stoller. Featuring a solo by Dr. César Haas.

Guitar Performance Workshop – dir. by César Haas
Be Thou My Vision – Trad. Irish melody (arr. Lou Warde)
Stolen Moments – Oliver Nelson (arr. Patrick Donoghue)
Brown Eyed Girl – Van Morrison (arr. Tom Huizinga)

WSU Guitar Ensemble – dir. by César Haas
Le Quattro Stagioni “L’Inverno” II. Largo – A. Vivaldi (arr. Jake Carlon)
YMCA – J. Morali, H. Belolo, V. Willis (arr. Tom Huizinga)
WSU GUITAR ENSEMBLES

Class Guitar (Section 1)
Owen Boreson
Sonny Charneski
Kaylee Czirr
Joshua Drozdowski
Dylan Dunn
Lawrence Falatea
Tori Fechko
Alexis Ferguson
Lillian Gunn
Michael Hatfield
Adan Hermosillo
George Hernandez
Reuben Hoffer
Emily Kheyfets
Hyunjun Kim
Sergio Linares Herrejon
Kayla Mommsen
Dani Mouncer
Nick O'keefe
Brandon Oke
Anirban Pattanayak
Henry Peterson
Esa Pole
Luke Regimbal
Alex Rhoades
Melanie Richardson
Adam Ruiz
Landon Saltzberg
Adiel Sandoval
Adam Stilton
Isaac Velazquez
Dylan Zepeda

Class Guitar (Section 2)
Qusai Alghamdi
Anas Alsuaydan
Devon Baerga
Gabby Borja
Morgan Chapman
Alejandro Cordero-Rios
Mia Crump
Sebastian Digiuseppe
Connor Driscoll
Caleb Fromherz
Kapena Gushiken
Matt Harris
Christian Hilborn
Brandon Jordan
Mercy Kim
Severa Kulenkamp
Joshua Levy
Kyle Lim
Najdat Mounla
Seycon Nam
Ethan Nguyen
Miya Patnode
Talia Perez
Ellie Price
Billy Riviere
Peeraya Rujeekul
Carlos Sabedra
Gueneviere Sherlaw
Tyler Stevens
Oscar Velazquez Padilla
Luis Vidrancos
McCade Walker

WSU Guitar Ensemble
Jake Carlon
Brian Nelson
Naoki Tsuruta
Kasey Craig
Jessica Hawkes
Wyatt Salus
Gabriel Adam

Guitar Performance Workshop
Samuel Davis
Guangbei Yi
Logan Mommsen
Patrick Donoghue
Daniel Henry
Luke Richardson
Ian Wright
Liam Holbrook